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Introduction

Renal oncocytoma is a benign renal tumour and  main 

clinical importance is that this lesion is  difficult to  pre-

operatively distinguished  from renal cell carcinomas 

as their imaging features are quite similar as well as 

epidemiology and presentation1,2. Renal oncocytomas 

account for approximately 5% of resected primary 

adult epithelial renal neoplasms. They typically 

present in the 6th to 7th decades with a peak incidence 

at 55 years of age. There is 2:1 male predilection2,3. 

A central stellate scar on enhanced computed 

tomography (CT) and spoke-wheel-like appearance 

on angiography have been conventionally recognized 

as the features that distinguish oncocytoma from 

other renal tumors including renal cell carcinoma4.

Case Report 

We present a case of 45 year old male who presented 

to the emergency department with blunt trauma 

abdomen and chest.He was advised CT scanning for 

abdomen and chest. In the contrast enhanced CT scan 

of the abdomen there was incidental presence of giant 

oncocytoma arising from the upper-mid pole of left 

kidney measuring 10.5cm x 14cm x 16cm and showing 

characteristic stellate vascular scar. This lesion was 

well encapsulated and was displacing the surrounding 

structure instead of invading them. (Fig a, b, c, d) 

No retroperitoneal lymphadenopathy was seen. 

Retrospectively there was no history of haematuria 

however the patient felt an uneasy dragging sensation 

on left upper abdomen.
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Abstract 

Renal oncocytoma is a relatively benign renal tumour. The main clinical importance of this lesion is the difficulty 
in pre-operatively distinguishing it from renal cell carcinomas. We report a case of 44 years male who presented 
with blunt abdominal trauma, CECT abdomen was done and incidentally discovered a giant oncocytoma in left 
kidney.
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Discussion

Renal oncocytoma is benign tumour and account for 
approximately 5-7% of resected primary  epithelial 
renal neoplasms in adults. Its dempgraphics are 
that it present in 6th decade with male predominace 
as seen in renal cel carcinoma. It is important to 
distinguish it from RCC before surgery as they mostly 
resemble in demographics,epidemiology and imaging 
features3,4,5. Approximately ¾ of the renal oncocytoma 
are assyptomatic rarely it may present with large 
mass in the flank or abdomen as seen in our case. 
Occasionally hypertension, haematuria or pain may 
be the presenting complaint. It may be associated 
with tuberous sclerosis6. Oncocytomasoriginate from 
intercalated tubular cells of the collecting tubules 
and are composed of large, swollen eosinophilic 
cells of protuberant mitochondrial components7,8. 
Histopathological examination  distinguish an 
oncocytoma from a renal cell carcinoma, as the latter 
may also have oncocytic elements and necrosis is not 
seen in oncocytoma2,9. 

On imaging oncocytoma  appear as sharply demarcated 
lesions of variable size, but often large at presentation. 
An important  sign of   central stellate scar which is seen 
in our case , is only seen in a third of cases moreover it 
is also seen in  renal cell carcinomas. The only reliable 

feature which is seen on contrast enhanced CT scan is 
evidence of metastasis or aggressive infiltration into 
adjacent structures, in which case the diagnosis of 
renal cell carcinoma can be safely made5,7,9. 

Ultrasound demonstrates a well-circumscribed mass 
isoechoic to rest of the kidney and  central scar may 
be visible though occasionally8.9.10. 

On MR Imaging onccytoma is hypointence on T1 and 
hyperintense renal cortex on T2 with hypointense 
stellate scar with homogenous enhancement post 
gadolinium injection10,11.

Conclusion

The presence of stellate scar in oncocytoma and 
other features like assumption of giant size without 
metastasis and  invasion of  surrounding structures 
are helpful in distinguishing the oncocytoma from the 
renal cell carcinoma. The pre-operative distinction 
between the two is important as their treatment 
modalities differ.
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